Deputation in May
New Support Gained

5%

Churches Visited

12

Miles Driven

5,069

“I have 8 million gods.
Why do I need another?” That
was her question as we stood
on top of the world’s second
tallest building.

sence though, 36 million
people need that many lights at
night.
“Every light a soul,” is what
I kept thinking to myself, and
We had decided to go pray
“They are lost...” That’s when I
over the city of Tokyo from the view
heard my friend, Mark Tolson
of the Tokyo Skytree. It’s hard to
ask a woman nearby if she
grasp how large this city really is
knew of any churches around.
until you go up a couple thousand
“Not many Japanese
feet. Sure enough, I was
people go to church. We have
bewildered by what my eyes were
our own religion.” She
revealing. There was a sea of lights
responded.
all around me and as far as I could
“Have you ever been to a
see in every direction. That makes
church?” Mark replied.
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Why do I need another?”
From there, we told her
about Jesus and left her with a
tract.
The number of gods she has
means nothing. The only thing
that does matter is that she
accepts the right one, Jesus.
That day, for the first time in
her life, she was confronted
with Jesus. How many more are
just like her? How many more
have never heard The Gospel?
Pray for us that we can get
to Japan quickly and start
telling others about Jesus! Only
35% left to raise!!!
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